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Challenges to Challenges to 
the energy systemthe energy system



The The EnergyEnergy System System 
((electricityelectricity, heat and , heat and transportationtransportation

fuelsfuels) faces at ) faces at leastleast threethree
longlong--termterm challengeschallenges

i. The i. The resourceresource basebase

ii. ii. EnergyEnergy security security 

iii. iii. ImpactImpact on global on global climateclimate



The The greenhousegreenhouse effecteffect

Atmosphere

Greenhouse 
gases

Long wave 
heat radiation

Short wave 
radiation



The concentration of the three most important The concentration of the three most important 
greenhouse gasesgreenhouse gases



Annual Annual precipitaionprecipitaion pattern has changedpattern has changed

Source: www.ipcc.ch



Annual temperature pattern has changedAnnual temperature pattern has changed

Source: www.ipcc.ch



Human Human influencesinfluences on the on the carboncarbon--cyclecycle
Combustion of fossil Combustion of fossil fuelsfuels and and deforestationdeforestation are the are the mostmost importantimportant
anthropogenicanthropogenic sourcessources for COfor CO22 emissions to the emissions to the atmosphereatmosphere

Fossil fuels
• Oil
• Natural gas
• Coal

Oceanic
uptake

Forest regrowth (0.5)
Fertilization effect (2.0)

Tropical Deforestation 
(-1.5)

6.06.0 1.51.5 2.52.5 2.02.0

Atmosphere +3 GtonC/yr  (+1ppm/yr)

((GtonCGtonC/yr/yr))



Need to reach
global emissions of 
2 Gt C/yr

Källa: www.ipcc.ch
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HistoricalHistorical global emissions of COglobal emissions of CO22
from fossil fuel combustionfrom fossil fuel combustion
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HistoricalHistorical Swedish emissions of COSwedish emissions of CO22
from fossil fuel combustionfrom fossil fuel combustion
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Global Global primaryprimary energyenergy supplysupply
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StrategiesStrategies to to reducereduce COCO22--emissionsemissions

1900 2000 2100

Global energy 
demand and 

supply

Energy
supply

Fossil
fuel energy

POPULATION
ECONOMIC AFFLUENCE
 - Life style changes
 - Efficiency measures FISSION

FUSION
RENEWABLE
 - Hydro
 - Wind
 - Bioenergy
 - Solar
 - Others

CARBON POOL MANAGEMENT
 - Reforestation
 - Soil C increase
 - Long-lived products
DECARBONIZATION OF F. FUELS

HowHow cancan the CO2the CO2--
emission emission decreasedecrease at at 
the same time as the the same time as the 
demanddemand for for energyenergy
service service increaseincrease??

DiscussDiscuss with your with your 
neighbourneighbour..



An An EnvironmentalEnvironmental ImpactImpact FormulaFormula

I: I: impactimpact (on (on environmentenvironment))
P: population P: population 
A: A: affluenceaffluence -- consumptionconsumption per person per person 

((livingliving standard)standard)
T: technology T: technology -- impactimpact per per consumptionconsumption

(technology (technology developmentdevelopment))

TAPI ⋅⋅=

nconsumptio
impact

person
nconsumptiopersonimpact ⋅⋅=



EnergyEnergy efficiencyefficiency

LINDÅS



CarbonCarbon CaptureCapture and and StorageStorage (CCS)(CCS)

After combustion of fossil After combustion of fossil fuelsfuels..
Before combustion.Before combustion.
Can be Can be usedused in a in a nearnear futurefuture
RelativelyRelatively lowlow costscosts
OnlyOnly possiblepossible to to useuse on large plantson large plants



Anders Lyngfelt, Energisystem, Chalmers, 20031107

CCS after combustion of fossil CCS after combustion of fossil fuelsfuels



Anders Lyngfelt, Energisystem, Chalmers, 20031107

CCS CCS beforebefore combustioncombustion



COCO22 Capture, Transport & StorageCapture, Transport & Storage



Solar and Solar and windwind
• Intermittent
• Large potential.



LowLow costcost
AvailableAvailable technologytechnology
Large potential Large potential 

BiomassBiomass



Source: DOE white paper, 1997

COCO22 avoidanceavoidance costcost
(1990$ per ton of CO(1990$ per ton of CO22 avoidedavoided))



ExerciseExercise::
””Best Best useuse of of biomassbiomass??””



””Best Best useuse of of biomassbiomass?”?”
AssumeAssume a global a global biomassbiomass supplysupply potential of potential of 
200 EJ (10200 EJ (101818 J) per J) per yearyear..
AssumeAssume 10*1010*1099 peoplepeople in a in a futurefuture world world 
AssumeAssume the total the total demanddemand of of 100100 GJ/capita per GJ/capita per 
yearyear (an (an ambitiousambitious lowlow energyenergy demanddemand))
HowHow manymany percentpercent of the total global of the total global energyenergy
demanddemand cancan by by suppliedsupplied from from biomassbiomass, , ifif 100% 100% 
conversionconversion efficiencyefficiency??
ConsiderConsider the the followingfollowing different different conversionconversion
efficienciesefficiencies
-- BioBio--heatheat 90%90%
-- BioBio--elel 50%50%
-- BiofuelsBiofuels for transport 50%for transport 50%
In In whichwhich sectorsector cancan biomassbiomass replacereplace the the largestlargest
amountamount of fossil of fossil fuelsfuels??



BiomassBiomass
Can be Can be usedused to to produceproduce electricityelectricity, heat and/or be , heat and/or be 
usedused for the for the productionproduction of of transportationtransportation fuelsfuels. . 
Large potential Large potential butbut not large not large enoughenough to to replacereplace all all 
fossil fossil fuelsfuels in all in all sectorssectors. . 

AnswersAnswers::
Global Global energyenergy demanddemand: 1000 EJ/yr: 1000 EJ/yr
BiomassBiomass supplysupply potential: 200 EJ/yrpotential: 200 EJ/yr
IfIf 100% 100% conversionconversion efficiencyefficiency: : BiomassBiomass cancan be be 
usedused for 20 % of the global for 20 % of the global demanddemand. (. (NeedNeed to to 
prioritizeprioritize wherewhere to to useuse biomassbiomass))
HighestHighest conversionconversion efficienyefficieny in the heat in the heat sectorsector. . 
BiomassBiomass cancan replacereplace mostmost fossil fossil fuelsfuels ifif usedused for for 
heat heat productionproduction..



Can alternative transportation Can alternative transportation 
fuels play a role? fuels play a role? 



EnergyEnergy in the Swedish in the Swedish transportationtransportation sectorsector

Source: SCB, Energimyndighetens 
bearbetning, Energiläget 2004.



Alternative Alternative transportationtransportation fuelsfuels

Fluid fuel        
Ethanol, Methanol, 

FT-diesel, RME, DME 

Primary energy

Plug-in
electric car

El

Energy Carrier

Vehicle

Solar,      
wind, hydro

etc.

Biomass

Gaseous fuel    
Methane, DME

Combustion 
engine

Hydrogen

Fuel cell    
engineNatural gas



BiofuelsBiofuels for for transportationtransportation

Cellulose & Lignin

Wood, plantations, 
black liqour

Starch

Wheat, corn, potatoes
etc.

Suger

Oil

Rapes, sunflowers

Rest flows
from forestry, agriculture

and other society

Sawdust, straw, garbage, 
sludge, slaughterrests, 

manure

Fermentation

Suger-solution

Ethanol

Pressing

and esterising

RME 
(Rapesmethyl-

ester)

Digestion

Methane prod.

Biogas

Electricity

Hydrogen

Fischer-
Tropsch Diesel

DME 
(Dimethyleter)

Methanol

Gasification

Syngas
(CO and H2)

Biomass
Conversion process

Energy Carrier



Three Three generelgenerel sizessizes on on 
productionproduction costscosts
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Appr. 7 MhaLand use need for 95 TWh 
ethanol

Ethanol for 
Swedish 

transport sector
95 TWh (16 G liter)

Land Land useuse whenwhen producingproducing wheatwheat--ethanolethanol
Each liter ethanol demand 2.65 kg wheat

Yield in Sweden (and Europa) is approx 6 ton wheat per ha



Appr. 3 times
larger area

Relative total Swedish 
agriculture area (2,7 Mha)

Appr. 7 MhaLand use need for 95 TWh 
ethanol

Ethanol for  
Swedish 

transport sector
95 TWh (16 G liter)

Land Land useuse whenwhen producingproducing wheatwheat--ethanolethanol
Each liter ethanol demand 2.65 kg wheat

Yield in Sweden (and Europa) is approx 6 ton wheat per ha



Appr 6 times
larger area

Relative total Swedish 
agriculture area possible to 
grow wheat (1,2 Mha)

Appr. 3 times
larger area

Relative total Swedish 
agriculture area (2,7 Mha)

Appr. 7 MhaLand use need for 95 TWh 
ethanol

Ethanol for  
Swedish 

transport sector
95 TWh (16 G liter)

Land Land useuse whenwhen producingproducing wheatwheat--ethanolethanol
Each liter ethanol demand 2.65 kg wheat

Yield in Sweden (and Europa) is approx 6 ton wheat per ha



Appr. 8 times
larger area

Appr 6 times
larger area

Relative total Swedish area 
possible to grow wheat (1,2 
Mha)resp. EU-15 (38 Mha)

Appr. 4 times
larger area

Appr. 3 times
larger area

Relative total Swedish 
agriculture area (2,7 Mha)
resp. EU-15 (73 Mha)

Appr. 289 MhaAppr. 7 MhaLand use need for 95 TWh 
resp. 3900 TWh ethanol

Etanol for EU-15 
transport sector

3900 TWh (655 G liter)

Ethanol for  
Swedish transp
sector 95 TWh 

(16 G liter)

WheatWheat--ethanolethanol cancan not not replacereplace gasolinegasoline/diesel by /diesel by itselfitself
To be able to reach low CO2-concentration targets for the transportation sector, more

efficient fuels have to be developed. 

Land Land useuse whenwhen producingproducing wheatwheat--ethanolethanol
Each liter ethanol demand 2.65 kg wheat

Yield in Sweden (and Europa) is approx 6 ton wheat per ha



SummarySummary on on howhow to to changechange the the energyenergy system:system:

The COThe CO22--emissions from the emissions from the 
energyenergy system system cancan be be reducedreduced byby

UsingUsing LESS LESS energyenergy..
UsingUsing OTHER OTHER primaryprimary energiesenergies ((insteadinstead of of 
fossil). fossil). 
UsingUsing fossil fossil energyenergy withoutwithout emittingemitting COCO22 to to 
the the atmosphereatmosphere. . CarbonCarbon CaptureCapture and and 
StorageStorage technologytechnology



HowHow cancan wewe reducereduce COCO22--
emission at emission at lowestlowest costcost??



The GET The GET modelsmodels

GET 1.0 globalGET 1.0 global
GETGET--R 1.0 R 1.0 regionalizedregionalized versionversion
GET 5.0 BECS GET 5.0 BECS 

(GET (GET –– Global Global EnergyEnergy TransitionTransition))

(BECS (BECS -- Biomass Energy with COBiomass Energy with CO2 2 Capture and StorageCapture and Storage))



LinearLinear Global Global EnergyEnergy System System ModelModel
MinimisesMinimises costscosts

Energy
conversions

Energy
demand

(IIASA – C1)

ConversionConversion costscosts

Primary
energy
supply

Fuel Fuel costscosts

CO2
Constraint:

350 - 450 ppm   
by 2100

C1: Technological
developments ⇒ energy
efficiency improvements
⇒ reduced per capita 
demand (ind. countries)



Basic Basic FlowFlow ChartChart
of of SupplySupply and Fuel Choicesand Fuel Choices
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RegionsRegions



1. When is it cost-effective to carry out the 
transition away from gasoline/diesel?

2. To which fuel is it cost-effective to shift?

Questions asked in Questions asked in a GETa GET studystudy



Transportation scenariosTransportation scenarios

Zahavi’sZahavi’s rule of 1 hour travel/dayrule of 1 hour travel/day
Choice of transportation mode Choice of transportation mode 
determined by GDP/capdetermined by GDP/cap
Economic development following Economic development following 
IIASA/WEC C1 scenarioIIASA/WEC C1 scenario



Future mobility of world populationFuture mobility of world population
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Modal split in CPAModal split in CPA
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• Heat and electricity demand follow scenario 
“C1” developed by IIASA. (Ecological and
Energy efficiency improvements)

• Per capita income increases 
- Industrialized regions GDP from 20,000 USD/yr 
to 50,000 USD/yr 

- Developing regions to Western Europe level
• Passenger transportation increases ten fold.

For example an Americans use of aviation 
increase from 4,300 km/year to 40,000 km/year. 

• 0.5 cars/capita - current car density in Germany.
• 5 billion cars by the year 2100

Energy demandEnergy demand



Some costSome cost--assumptions assumptions 
and conversion efficiencies and conversion efficiencies 

0.80.80.90.910001000PetroPetroOilOil

0.70.70.90.9100100HeatHeatOilOil

0.70.70.50.510001000ElectricityElectricityOilOil

0.80.80.60.613001300MEOHMEOHBiomassBiomass

0.70.70.90.9300300HeatHeatBiomassBiomass

0.70.70.50.513001300ElectricityElectricityBiomassBiomass

0.80.80.70.7500500MEOHMEOHNaturalNatural gasgas

0.70.70.60.6700700ElectricityElectricityNaturalNatural gasgas

0.70.70.90.9300300HeatHeatNaturalNatural gasgas

LoadLoad
factorfactor

ηηCapital Capital costcost
[USD/kW][USD/kW]

SecondarySecondary
energyenergy

PrimaryPrimary
energyenergy



ThingsThings not taken not taken 
intointo accountaccount in this modellin this modell

LocalLocal pollutionspollutions
EnergyEnergy security (less security (less dependencydependency on on 
importedimported oil)oil)
AgricultureAgriculture policypolicy
Regional Regional industryindustry policypolicy
AfforestationAfforestation
Public Public acceptanceacceptance for new for new technologiestechnologies



ConstraintsConstraints
to avoid solutions that are unrealisticto avoid solutions that are unrealistic

The The contributioncontribution of of nuclearnuclear is is fixedfixed to to currentcurrent levellevel
The maximum expansion rates of new The maximum expansion rates of new 
technologies is set so that it takes 50 years to technologies is set so that it takes 50 years to 
change the entire energy system. change the entire energy system. 
Limitation on the contribution of intermittent Limitation on the contribution of intermittent 
electricity sources is electricity sources is maximisedmaximised to 30% of the to 30% of the 
electricity use. electricity use. 
To simulate the actual situation in developing To simulate the actual situation in developing 
countries at least 20% of the heat demand needs countries at least 20% of the heat demand needs 
to be produced from biomass the first decades.to be produced from biomass the first decades.
The The amountamount of of biomassbiomass that that cancan be be usedused for for 
energyenergy purposepurpose is is maximisedmaximised to 200 EJ/yr.to 200 EJ/yr.
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EnergyEnergy DemandDemand for for TransportationTransportation [EJ/yr][EJ/yr]



TransportationTransportation Fuel 400 ppm  [EJ/yr]Fuel 400 ppm  [EJ/yr]



Sensitivity analysisSensitivity analysis

Biomass availability
Oil and gas resources
Discount rate 2%-5%

Extra costs fuel cell cars
H2 infrastructure costs

Transportation fuels (EJ/yr)
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AnswerAnswer to question No 1to question No 1

Transition away from gasoline/diesel Transition away from gasoline/diesel 
starts around year 2030 in starts around year 2030 in 

group freightgroup freight

SomeSome decadesdecades later in group carslater in group cars



AnswerAnswer to question No 2to question No 2

Hydrogen is the most Hydrogen is the most 
costcost--effective fuel effective fuel 

in the long runin the long run



Why not biomass in the Why not biomass in the 
transportation sector?transportation sector?



ElectricityElectricity ProductionProduction 400 ppm  [EJ/yr]400 ppm  [EJ/yr]



Heat Heat ProductionProduction 400 ppm  [EJ/yr]400 ppm  [EJ/yr]



Biomass is most costBiomass is most cost--effectively effectively 
used in the heat sector used in the heat sector 



Transportation fuels (EJ/yr)
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Emission Emission pathspaths towardstowards stabilizationstabilization
of of atmosphericatmospheric COCO22
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atmosphereatmosphere over the period 2000over the period 2000--20992099

compared to a baseline scenario with no CO2 constraints. 
The discount rate is 5% per year. 



Extra Extra costcost for meeting for meeting targetstargets
as a as a fractionfraction of GDPof GDP
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It is possible It is possible 
to combine ambitious climatic goals to combine ambitious climatic goals 

with an increasing demand with an increasing demand 
for energy services.for energy services.

Energy system costs are Energy system costs are minimisedminimised
if COif CO22--emissions first of all are reduced emissions first of all are reduced 

in electricity and heat production. in electricity and heat production. 



ExerciseExercise::
List your argumentList your argument

advantagesadvantages and and disadvantagesdisadvantages by by usingusing
biomassbiomass for heat for heat productionproduction
advantagesadvantages and and disadvantagesdisadvantages by by usingusing
biomassbiomass for the for the productionproduction of of 
transportationtransportation fuelsfuels



ExpensiveExpensive wayway to to 
reducereduce COCO22

SomeSome biobio--fuelsfuels doesdoes
not not reducereduce muchmuch COCO22

LimitedLimited supplysupply
potentialpotential

EnergyEnergy securitysecurity
AgricultureAgriculture benefitsbenefits
IndustryIndustry benefitsbenefits
Policy Policy feasiblefeasible
AvailableAvailable technologytechnology

BiofuelsBiofuels

Solid Solid fuelsfuels alwaysalways less less 
comfortablecomfortable thanthan fluid fluid 
or or gaseousgaseous fuelsfuels
InfrastructureInfrastructure is a is a 

barrierbarrier ifif large large scalescale biobio--
heatheat

High High energyenergy conversionconversion
rate rate 
EfficientEfficient biomassbiomass useuse
LowLow costcost
AvailableAvailable technologytechnology

BioBio--heatheat

AgainstAgainstForForSomeSome
argumentsarguments



DiscussionDiscussion::
BiomassBiomass for heat or as for heat or as 
transportationtransportation fuelsfuels??

WhatWhat is your opinion?is your opinion?



WhyWhy twotwo similarsimilar modelsmodels reachreach
different different resultsresults



Biomass for heat Biomass for heat 
or as transport fuel? or as transport fuel? –– a a 

comparison between two model comparison between two model 
based studiesbased studies

Maria Grahn, Christian Maria Grahn, Christian AzarAzar, Kristian Lindgren, , Kristian Lindgren, 

Göran Göran BerndesBerndes, , DolfDolf Gielen, Gielen, Per Per KågesonKågeson



BEAP och GET 400 ppm scenariosBEAP och GET 400 ppm scenarios

BEAP GET



BEAP och GET 400 ppm scenariosBEAP och GET 400 ppm scenarios

BEAP GET



BEAP och GET 400 ppm scenariosBEAP och GET 400 ppm scenarios

BEAPBEAP GETGET



IdentifiedIdentified fourfour differencesdifferences that that 
impactsimpacts the the biomassbiomass useuse

data input error on industrial heat investments data input error on industrial heat investments 
in the BEAPin the BEAP--model (a model (a faktorfaktor 100 too high)100 too high)



IdentifiedIdentified fourfour differencesdifferences that that 
impactsimpacts the the biomassbiomass useuse

data input error on industrial heat investments data input error on industrial heat investments 
in the BEAPin the BEAP--model (a model (a faktorfaktor 100 too high)100 too high)
the methods to constrain carbon dioxide the methods to constrain carbon dioxide 
emissions (different tax profile)emissions (different tax profile)
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IdentifiedIdentified fourfour differencesdifferences that that 
impactsimpacts the the biomassbiomass useuse

data input error on industrial heat investments data input error on industrial heat investments 
in the BEAPin the BEAP--model (a model (a faktorfaktor 100 too high)100 too high)
the methods to constrain carbon dioxide the methods to constrain carbon dioxide 
emissions (different tax profile)emissions (different tax profile)
assumptions on the amount of biomass that can assumptions on the amount of biomass that can 
be used for heat productionbe used for heat production



IdentifiedIdentified fourfour differencesdifferences that that 
impactsimpacts the the biomassbiomass useuse

data input error on industrial heat investments data input error on industrial heat investments 
in the BEAPin the BEAP--model (a model (a faktorfaktor 100 too high)100 too high)
the methods to constrain carbon dioxide the methods to constrain carbon dioxide 
emissions (different tax profile)emissions (different tax profile)
assumptions on the amount of biomass that can assumptions on the amount of biomass that can 
be used for heat productionbe used for heat production
the long run fuel options for the transportation the long run fuel options for the transportation 
sector (no C2sector (no C2--neutral H2 or natural gas in BEAP)neutral H2 or natural gas in BEAP)



EnergyEnergy flowsflows in in bothboth modelsmodels



BEAP all BEAP all changeschanges combinedcombined



BiomassBiomass useuse as a as a functionfunction of COof CO22--
tax, yr 2020 and 2040tax, yr 2020 and 2040

Biomass use 2020 (EJ/yr) 
depending on CO2-tax (USD/tC)
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It is found that both models suggest that biomass is 
most cost-effectively used for heat production for low 
carbon taxes 
But for higher carbon taxes the cost effective choice 
reverses in the BEAP model, but not in the GET model. 
The reason for that is that GET includes hydrogen from 
carbon free energy sources as a technology option, 
whereas that option is not allowed in the BEAP model. 
In all other sectors, both models include carbon free 
options. Thus with higher carbon taxes, biomass will 
eventually become the cost-effective choice in the 
transportation sector in BEAP, regardless of its 
technology cost parameters.

ExplanationExplanation for the for the differingdiffering resultresult



HowHow to interpret to interpret 
modelmodel resultsresults? ? 



DifficultDifficult to to communicatecommunicate resultsresults
Results in absolute numbers can never be Results in absolute numbers can never be 
presentedpresented
Results should not be presented as predictions of Results should not be presented as predictions of 
the future the future 
Model results illustrates the most costModel results illustrates the most cost--effective effective 
solution to supply the energy demand solution to supply the energy demand under under 
given pregiven pre--requisites and constraints.requisites and constraints.
Try to present your model structure and Try to present your model structure and 
assumptions as clear as possible. The audience assumptions as clear as possible. The audience 
must be able to judge for them selves.must be able to judge for them selves.
Remember that linear models always gives the Remember that linear models always gives the 
optimal solution (least costly) no matter how optimal solution (least costly) no matter how 
close another solution might be.close another solution might be.



CCostost--efficiency might not be the main reason efficiency might not be the main reason 
when decisions are taken when decisions are taken in in realityreality

MoreMore importantimportant couldcould be be howhow politicalpolitical viableviable a a changechange is. is. 
OftenOften thingsthings veryvery difficultdifficult to to includeinclude in a in a modelmodel, for , for exampleexample

ComfortabilityComfortability
Public Public acceptanceacceptance for new for new technologiestechnologies
AgricultureAgriculture and and industryindustry policy policy -- employmentemployment
The The impactimpact of lobby of lobby groupsgroups
LocalLocal pollutionpollution
EnergyEnergy securitysecurity
ConsumersConsumers willingnesswillingness to payto pay
PoliticalPolitical instabilitiesinstabilities -- warwar



The model should give general insights about how the The model should give general insights about how the 
energy system works under different preenergy system works under different pre--requisites.requisites.

The model could be seen as an experimental box where The model could be seen as an experimental box where 
you can understand relations which otherwise not are you can understand relations which otherwise not are 

obvious.obvious.

Important is that insights also must be able to be Important is that insights also must be able to be 
explained without using the model (through other explained without using the model (through other 

calculations or logical discussion).calculations or logical discussion).

Sensitivity analysis on parameter assumptions as well Sensitivity analysis on parameter assumptions as well 
as on model structure are crucial to value model results.as on model structure are crucial to value model results.

HowHow cancan optimisationoptimisation modelsmodels be be usefuluseful??



SummarySummary of of todaystodays lecturelecture
It is It is possiblepossible to to decreasedecrease carboncarbon dioxidedioxide
emissions at the same time as the emissions at the same time as the demanddemand for for 
energyenergy services services increasesincreases. . 
To To reachreach lowlow climateclimate targetstargets, a , a radicalradical changechange
of the of the energyenergy system is system is neededneeded. In a . In a nearnear
futurefuture are are energyenergy efficienciesefficiencies and and increasedincreased
useuse of of biomassbiomass twotwo importantimportant toolstools. . 
BiomassBiomass replacesreplaces fossil fossil fuelsfuels at at lowerlower costscosts
whenwhen usedused for heat and power for heat and power productionproduction
comparedcompared to to whenwhen usedused as for as for transportationtransportation
fuelsfuels. . 
BiofuelsBiofuels for transport for transport becomesbecomes an an importantimportant
tooltool ifif hydrogen hydrogen willwill not be not be possiblepossible to to useuse in in 
the the transportationtransportation sectorsector. . 



SummarySummary contcont..
No No mattermatter fuel fuel choicechoice it is it is importantimportant to to 
developdevelop energyenergy--efficientefficient vehiclesvehicles..
Large Large transitionstransitions takestakes time, so to be time, so to be ableable
to to introduceintroduce new new technologiestechnologies in in aboutabout 30 30 
yearsyears, large , large committmentscommittments and and investmentsinvestments
are are neededneeded today. today. 
OptimisationOptimisation modelsmodels are are usefuluseful and and 
importantimportant toolstools for for insightsinsights, , butbut modelmodel
resultsresults shouldshould be be treatedtreated carefulcareful and and 
verifiedverified by by otherother methodsmethods tootoo. . 



Tack youTack you
for your attention!for your attention!


